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2021 FAI FREE FLIGHT TEAM SELECTION PROGRAM
The AMA document entitled World Championship Teams “Blue Book” Procedures Governing
the Academy’s Sponsorship of FAI Teams describes the standards by which all team selection
programs are governed.
“Blue Book” link: http://www.modelaircraft.org/files/2014_BLUE_BOOK.pdf
Any items not specified within this 2021 FAI Free Flight Team Selection Program will be
governed by the “Blue Book” document. In the event of a dispute or discrepancy, the “Blue
Book” document shall take precedence over this Team Selection Program.
The FAI Sporting Code is also referenced throughout this document.
FAI Sporting Code link: https://www.fai.org/ciam-documents (Reference Sporting Code
Section 4 – Aeromodelling CIAM General Rules and Volume F1 Free Flight Model Aircraft)
To enter the 2021 Team Selection Program, to enter the 2020 Finals or to obtain stamped FAI
Model Specification Certificates and Model Identification Stickers (Section III, A & B and
Appendix B & C below) contact:
Academy of Model Aeronautics
Colleen Pierce, FAI Team Coordinator
5161 East Memorial Drive
Muncie, Indiana 47302
(765) 287-1256
cpierce@modelaircraft.org
An FAI Sporting License is now only available through the NAA:
https://naa.aero/membership/fai-sporting-license

The use of the words “shall” and “must” indicate that the action is mandatory. The use of
“should” indicates a non-mandatory recommendation. The use of “may” indicates what is
permitted or what could happen, and the use of the word “will” indicates something that is going
to happen.
The use of the word “participant” indicates someone who has paid the required program entry fee.
The use of the words “finalist”, “contestant” and “competitor” indicate someone who has satisfied
one of the optional requirements to advance to the Finals (section IV below) and has paid the
required Finals entry fee.
The membership of the 2021 United States Free Flight World Championship Team shall be
determined using the process described herein.
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I. PROGRAM DEFINITION
A single site, two contest Finals format shall be used.
The Finals shall be scheduled over five days during which the finalists shall compete on
two days and time on one day. The fourth and fifth days (Reserve Days) shall be used to
complete any unresolved contests. The Finals should be scheduled overlapping a weekend
whenever possible.
The individual Team members for each class shall be determined as follows:
Two contests per event shall be flown to completion including fly-offs as needed to determine a
clear first, second and third place competitor. Fly-offs shall continue until any ties for first,
second and third places are broken.
• Team Member #1 shall be the winner of the Day 1 contest in each event. The second and
third place competitors shall advance to a fly-off to be conducted after the completion of
the Day 2 contest.
• Team Member #2 shall be the winner of the Day 2 contest in each event. The second and
third place competitors shall advance to a fly-off to be conducted after the completion of
the Day 2 contest.
• Team Member #3 shall be determined as follows:
The second and third place competitors from both Day 1 and
Day 2 shall fly-off to determine Team Member #3 and the Team Alternates.
Maximum 4 competitors. There will be no replacements. If a competitor or
competitors place second or third on both days, the final fly-off pool will not be
increased to include competitors who finished fourth or below on either day.
This fly-off shall occur at the first available opportunity that does not conflict with
the conduct or fly-offs required to complete any Day 1 or Day 2 contest.
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Unfinished Competition
In the event weather or other circumstances determined by the Jury prevent a sporting fly-off
conclusion to the competition as described above and all scheduled Reserve Days have been
exhausted, the CD and the Jury will immediately convene an on-site meeting with everyone still
involved in the competition including Contestants, Jury Members, the CD, Processors and Timers
and shall try to reach a conclusion as follows:
a) If all parties still involved are available and agree without undue pressure, and the flying
site is available, the Finals may be extended to an Emergency Day or Days as needed to complete
the competition
b) If an Emergency Day(s) solution is not possible, the same group shall determine another
day and time agreeable to all, where the competition can resume.
c) In the event a conclusion outlined in a) & b) above cannot be reached, the Jury shall
verify and approve the results as they stand and shall relinquish the management of the Finals to
the TSC. An immediate on-site emergency meeting of the Team Selection Committee shall be
held to determine a resolution that will provide the best opportunity for a sporting conclusion to
the Team Selection process. The TSC may, at their discretion, conduct an open meeting of the
contestants still involved and any Finals Officials of their choosing, but the final decision
regarding a process to conclude the Finals contest shall be made by the TSC. Every reasonable
attempt shall be made to do this as quickly as possible

II. PROGRAM ENTRY
A participant is not required to be a United States citizen, but must have been a legal resident of
the United States for a minimum of twenty four (24) consecutive months immediately preceding
the date of program entry. A non-citizen, legal resident must hold a green card or other
documentation confirming legal residency. In addition, they may not have represented another
country in any FAI aero-sport activities or the previous World Championships during that period.
A participant must have a current AMA license. A participant may enter the 2021 Free Flight
Team Selection Program by paying $90 per event to AMA for those who are 25 years or older at
the time they enter the program, and $25 for those who are 24 years or younger at the time they
enter the program.
Entry to the Program can only be done through AMA. On-site entries into the Team Selection
Program at qualification contests, World Cup Contests or the Finals will not be permitted.
Program entry payment that is received by AMA no later than August 31, 2019 will entitle the
participant to use all time accumulated or World Cup credits from January 1, 2019 toward
qualification and advancement to the Finals. For Program entries that are received by AMA after
August 31, 2019, qualification time and World Cup credits can only be accumulated from the
date entry fees are received by AMA. Only contests that are sanctioned by the AMA and have
scheduled F1A, F1B, and F1C or FAI Combined can be used to accumulate time. All FAI
Sanctioned World Cup events regardless of location, are eligible for the accumulation of World
Cup credits. The AMA Nationals is also eligible for World Cup credits as if it were a World Cup
event.
Qualification flight time may be accumulated, World Cup credits may be earned and Finals
Entry Fees may be paid up to twenty-one (21) days prior to the first competition day of the
2020 Finals.
AMA will no longer issue a “Team Selection Program Entry Form”. The TSC will maintain a
running ledger of qualification time and World Cup credits, but it is ultimately the participant’s
responsibility to be able to document their scores.
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III. ADVANCEMENT TO THE FINALS
There are four options for advancement to the Finals.
Option 1 - Time Accumulation: ($90 Program Entry + $250 Finals Entry Fee*)
The program participant must accumulate a total of 75 minutes flight time in each event entered
to advance to the Finals. A maximum of 180 seconds will be counted for each flight up to a
maximum of 7 flights or 1260 seconds time accumulation allowed per contest. Fly-off flight
times will not count toward time accumulation. “Extended max times” that exceed 180 seconds
will only count 180 seconds toward time accumulation.
In the case of contests with more than 7 rounds, only the first 7 rounds count toward time
accumulation. In the case of contests scheduled for fewer than 7 rounds, additional flights up to a
maximum of 7 may be flown and the time counted toward qualification. It is however, the
participant’s responsibility to coordinate with the Contest Director the method for documenting
and reporting these additional flights and any additional flights will not be counted in the scoring
for that particular contest. Maxes scheduled for less than 180 seconds or changed to less than 180
seconds due to field or weather conditions will be adjusted up as if the max were 180 seconds, but
only for the purpose of time accumulation for advancement to the Finals. An adjusted score will
not be used for contest scoring or placing. Contests or rounds that have less than 180 second
maxes due to field or weather conditions, will have those max scores normalized by the Team
Selection Committee Qualifying Time Keeper to reflect scores as if 180 second maxes were
flown. Only maxes will be normalized. “Dropped” flights less than the required max for a given
flight will be scored as actual time without adjustment.
There is no limit to the number of contests that may be entered for time accumulation.
Option 2 - World Cup Credits: ($90 Program Entry + $250 Finals Entry Fee*)
The program participant must be an official contestant in a minimum of (2) FAI Sanctioned
World Cup Contests. For 7-round contests, a minimum of 5 rounds must be flown. For 5-round
contests, a minimum of 4 rounds must be flown. There is no minimum flight time requirement.
The competitor is on the honor system to make legitimate official attempts. In this option, the
AMA Nationals is also eligible for World Cup credits as if it were a World Cup event.
There is no limit to the number of contests that may be entered for World Cup credits.
Option 3 -Team Waiver: ($90 Program Entry + $250 Finals Entry Fee*)
All 2019 Team Members, Team Manager, Assistant Team Manager and any current or previous
U.S. Free Flight World Champion shall be allowed to advance to the Finals without having to
accumulate 75 minutes of flight time or World Cup credits, but must pay fees and abide by the
same time deadlines as described above.
A Team Member, Team Manager or Assistant Team Manager is someone who participates in the
World Championships as an official member of the U.S. Team. Team Members and World
Champions may use this qualification exemption only for the event they flew as a U.S. Team
Member or World Champion as part of a U.S. Team. The Team Manager and Assistant Team
Manager may use this qualification exemption for one event of their choice.
Option 4 – Buy In: ($90 Program Entry + $500 Waiver Fee + $250 Finals Entry Fee*)
Option 4 allows the program participant to waive the Time Accumulation and World Cup credit
requirements and advance directly to the Finals. All fees must be received by AMA Headquarters
no later than twenty-one (21) days prior to the first competition day of the 2020 Finals. No credit
will be given for partial time accumulation or partial accumulation of World Cup credits.
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World Champions: If a reigning U.S. World Champion chooses to enter the Finals to compete
for a Team position in the event they won at the previous World Championships, they must notify
the Chair of the Team Selection Committee, prior to the first day of the 2020 Finals, that should
they qualify as a Team Member in that event, that they will honor that commitment to the Team
and forfeit any right to fly at the 2021 World Championships as an independent defending
champion.
*Finals Entry Fees: The cost of the entry for the Finals shall be $250 per event for those
participants who are 25 years or older at the time they enter the program and $50 for those
participants who are 24 years or younger at the time they enter the program.
*First Time and Returning Participants: All first time Team Selection Participants and all
participants who did not enter the Team Selection Program for the 2017 and 2019 cycles may
advance to the Finals using any of the four Options described above and will be given a one-time
reduction to their Finals Entry Fee. The Finals Entry Fee for those participants shall be $125 per
event for those who are 25 years or older at the time they enter the program and $25 for those
who are 24 years or younger at the time they enter the program.
Refunds: There will be no refunds for Program Entry Fees. Finals Entry Fees and Waiver Fees
may be refunded to finalists who, because of unforeseen circumstances are not able to attend the
Finals. Any refund request must be made in writing to the Team Selection Committee Chair no
later than 60 days after the last day of the 2020 Finals. See page 16 for contact information. All
requests will be reviewed by the Team Selection Committee as a whole. The Chairperson will
notify the participant of the decision of the Committee within 30 days of the receipt of the
request.

IV. CERTIFICATION OF MODELS FOR THE FINALS
In order to comply with the current FAI Sporting Code, each model must have processing
documents and markings as described below.
a) Each model must have an FAI Specification Certificate filled out prior to processing at
the Finals. See Appendix B.1, B.2 and B.3 for examples. The Specification Certificate
shown in Appendix B.1 & B.2 may be copied and used for processing at the Finals.
b) A sticker, or marking matching the pattern of the FAI Model sticker, shall appear on
each model. See Appendix C for an example. These stickers are available from AMA
upon request.
c) Each model shall be identified by a model identification code. This code shall be letters
and/or numbers that are minimum 10 mm high. The identification code shall be unique
to each model so that the parts of a competitor’s different models may be separately
identified. The identification code shall appear on each detachable part of each model
including all wings, tails and fuselage sections. F1B propeller assemblies need not be
identified.
d) The identification code of all models processed for competition at the Finals shall be
recorded on the Finals scorecard.
For other model identification regulations and those unique to a particular event, refer to the FAI
Sporting Code Section 4 – Aeromodelling, CIAM General Rules, Paragraph C.11.1 and C.12 and
Appendix B.1, B.2, B.3 and C of this Program.
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V. THE FINALS
Finals sites will be selected from proposals submitted to the Team Selection Committee.
Selection will be based on availability and history of fields that meet the Finals site requirements.
There are no requirements for or restrictions on geographic rotation of Finals sites. Various
locations are viable and the TSC Flying Site Search Subcommittee for new sites remains active.
The Team Selection Committee (TSC) shall be responsible for the organization of the 2020
Finals. The TSC shall be responsible for the selection of the Finals Contest Director (CD) and
shall submit the selection to the AMA Technical Director for approval. The TSC shall also be
responsible for the selection of any other Finals administrative personnel the TSC and the CD
deem appropriate. The responsibilities of Finals administrative personnel are defined in Sections
IX, E through H. No member of the TSC shall have authority at the Finals unless separately
appointed and approved as Finals CD, or appointed and approved as another Finals official. All
decisions required at the Finals shall be made by the Contest Director and the Jury in accordance
with the “Blue Book”. The Head Jurist shall be the highest authority at the Finals.
A. Competition Protocol:
• Seven (7) rounds should be flown on each contest day for each event before flyoffs can take place that day.
• In the event weather or other circumstances determined by the Jury prevent a
sporting environment for seven (7) rounds, the completion of five (5) rounds
must be completed for a contest day to be considered official.
• If in any event on any contest day when (7) or (5) rounds as described above
have been completed and ties exist and when conditions permit, fly-offs shall
commence that day. If at the end of that day ties still exist, the contest will
proceed, when conditions and schedule permit, to the 10 minute fly-off the next
morning. If conditions or schedule the next morning are not satisfactory to
produce a sporting result, the 10-minute fly-off shall be scheduled according to
Reserve Day Protocol as described in Section V.C. below.
• If in any event, on either contest day, fewer than five (5) rounds have been
completed by the end of that contest day, the scores for that event and that
contest day shall be carried over to the Reserve Day and continued until at least
five (5) rounds are completed for that carried-over contest day. If at that time
ties exist, when conditions and schedule permit, fly-offs will commence that
day. Note that if extended to the Reserve Day fly-offs from the regularly
scheduled third-day contest shall receive first priority.
• At sundown of the last Reserve Day or any agreed upon Emergency Day(s), even
if a full team has not been selected in every event, the Finals shall be declared
conditionally complete. The Jury will be expected to verify and approve the
results that have been completed at that time and shall relinquish future
management of the Finals to the TSC.
B. Procedures and Rules for the Finals:
The Finals shall be conducted in accordance with the FAI Sporting Code except as amended
below.
• Models must be launched from a pole position on a flight line that is
approximately perpendicular to the wind direction. The Contest Director shall
locate the flight line as appropriate for the conditions on the field.
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B. Procedures and Rules for the Finals (Continued):
• Models must be launched within 5 meters of the assigned pole position. For
F1A, the helper must launch the model within 5 meters of the assigned pole
position.
• Selection of the initial pole position for each contestant and each contest day
shall be by random draw conducted by the CD or a designated representative
prior to the first competition day of the Finals. Pole advancement in following
rounds shall be per the FAI Sporting Code. The number of pole positions
required to be moved each round shall be determined by dividing the number
of starting poles/contestants by seven (7). The result shall be rounded up to the
next whole number. Each competitor in a fly-off shall be assigned a pole
position by draw conducted by the CD for each fly-off round.
• The launch area is defined as that area parallel to and 15 meters on either side of
the flight line in F1B and F1C, and that area parallel to and 65 meters upwind
and 15 meters downwind of the flight line in F1A. All obstacles up wind of the
F1A line should be cleared prior to the start of each round.
• Only the contestant and a maximum of two helpers are permitted in the launch
area.
• No devices greater than three (3) meters high are allowed in the launch area.
• For all events, semi-permanent support equipment that is staked or otherwise
anchored to the ground such as stooges & tents shall be located outside the
launch area at all times.
• Any portable equipment such as starter boxes, chairs, streamer and thermistor
poles under three (3) meters high, etc. may be inside the launch area, but are
subject to being moved without notice if they are deemed an obstruction by the
contestant occupying that pole position and launch area for a round that is
about to start or is underway.
• Any devices more than three (3) meters high that are located in the upwind
launch area for F1A (65 meters) shall be reduced in height to under three (3)
meters, laid down or removed during all F1A rounds. The CD or a designated
representative may without notice, bring any devices that do not comply into
compliance.
• Using any fellow competitor’s model performance to assist a Finalist in
determining thermal activity or other “air” conditions is an acceptable tactic
provided the model used as a reference is of the same event, is being flown by
an active Finals competitor who has launched from a pole position for the
round underway, has an assigned timekeeper and is in the process of attempting
an official fight. The use of thermal-spotting models that are not attempting an
official flight regardless of who is flying them, what type of model they are or
where they were launched shall not be permitted.
• The use of any motorized vehicle to attempt to influence the flight of a model is
considered to be a safety hazard, and is therefore prohibited. Finalists who
violate this rule will be disqualified from the Finals and forfeit all fees paid.
Any non-competitor violating this rule will be asked to leave the field.
• A minimum of one model from one contestant per event, per round will be spot
checked during the normal rounds, after the flight, for compliance with the FAI
Sporting Code. The facility for processing shall be clearly identified and shall
be located where a competitor can walk from starting pole to the processing
facility and back in no more than 15 minutes including processing time.
• The CD is encouraged to organize two separate flight lines and launch

areas on days with F1A competition.
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C. Finals Rounds Format:
The Finals shall be conducted over five days. The first three days shall be for the scheduled
Finals competitions. There shall be two contests per event. There shall be two events contested
each of the first three days following the rotation described below. The fourth and fifth days (the
Reserve Days) shall be used to complete any unresolved contests and shall follow the protocol
provided at the end of this section.
For the 2020 Finals:

F1A flies day 1 (late round), day 3 (early round) and times day 2
F1B flies day 2 (early round), day 3 (late round) and times day 1
F1C flies day 1 (early round), day 2 (late round) and times day 3

The first and second round maxes each day, conditions permitting, shall be:
F1A - 240 seconds
F1B - 240 seconds
F1C - 240 seconds
First and second round max times may be changed to comply with current FAI Sporting Code.
First and second round max times will be confirmed by the CD at the Pilots Meeting to be held no
later than the afternoon before the first competition day of the 2021 Finals.
The maxes for all remaining rounds each day, conditions permitting, shall be 180 seconds.
Proposed Round Schedule:
The following daily schedule is provided to illustrate the required length and organization of
rounds and required breaks between rounds as well as the projected schedule for fly-offs and
make-up rounds if necessary. The actual times of day will be adjusted as required to adapt to the
sunrise and sunset times for the Finals site as well as relocation of flight lines and other
interruptions. An official planned schedule will be available for each competitor at model
processing prior to the first day of competition at the 2021 Finals.
Typical Daily Schedule (Example Only)
If required, a 10 minute fly-off or fly-offs from previous day as early as daylight and visibility
permit.
Fly-off timers will be recruited from the timer pool of the current day and all available
competitors not in the fly-off.
Round
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Early
8:00-8:25
9:00-9:25
10:00-10:25
11:00-11:25
12:00-12:25
1:00-1:25
2:00-2:25

Late
8:30-8:55
9:30-9:55
10:30-10:55
11:30-11:55
12:30-12:55
1:30-1:55
2:30-2:55
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If required to complete minimum number of rounds: (Emergency Only)
8
9
10

3:00-3:25
4:00-4:25
5:00-5:25

3:30-3:55
4:30-4:55
5:30-5:55

If fly-offs are required:
Event 1
4:00-4:07
5:00-5:07
6:00-6:07

Event 2
4:30-4:37
5:30-5:37
6:30-6:37

6 Minute Max (360 seconds)
8 Minute Max (480 seconds)
10 Minute Max (600 seconds)

NOTE: Under no circumstances shall fly-offs for any day’s event(s) be conducted prior to
the conclusion of normal rounds for that day’s event(s).
Reserve and Emergency Day Protocol:
Starting time for any flying required on the Reserve Days or Emergency Days shall be no earlier
than 7:00 AM. Exact starting time will be determined by the CD and the Jury and announced at
the completion of flying on the previous day but may be adjusted if safety, weather or visibility
warrant a change.
Priority Order for Reserve and Emergency Days:
10 minute fly-offs if required from prior day’s competition.
Early: 7:00 - 7:07 Late: 7:30-7:37
2. 10 minute fly-offs if required from Day 1 contest
3. 10 minute fly-offs if required from Day 2 contest
4. Complete five (5) rounds from Day 1 contest
5. Complete five (5) rounds from Day 2 contest
6. Complete five (5) rounds from Day 3 contest
7. 10 minute fly-offs for Day 1 when rounds are completed on Reserve Day
8. 10 minute fly-offs for Day 2 when rounds are completed on Reserve Day
9. 10 minute fly-offs for Day 3 when rounds are completed on Reserve Day
10. Fly-offs to resolve any ties for Team Member #3 or Alternate
1.

Additional Reserve and Emergency Day Protocol Notes:
1.

If flying on the Reserve Days or Emergency Days is required, some part of the Finals
contest has not gone
according to plan. Sportsmanlike cooperation of all competitors must prevail for the
Reserve Days to be a success.
2. Timers required for all Reserve Day and Emergency Day flying will be recruited from
the timer pool including competitors not involved in specific fly-offs or rounds as
described above.
3. It shall be left to the CD’s discretion to lower round max times should extenuating
circumstances arise including those related to site safety, visibility or weather
conditions.
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Additional Reserve and Emergency Day Protocol Notes (Continued):
4.

It is strongly suggested that all contestants make travel arrangements that take
into account the scheduled Reserve Days are expected and scheduled days of
competition. Should circumstances arise that require the use of scheduled Reserve
Days, inconvenience to those who have not planned accordingly will not be considered
by the CD or the Jury when decisions are made on how to proceed with the competition.
Timer pool obligations extend into Reserve Days but not Emergency Days.

D. Contestant Timing Responsibilities:
Each contestant or his or her designated replacement shall be responsible to time all day for one
contest day and be available for a timer pool on the Reserve Days as required. This includes
those who are contestants in more than one event.
Each contestant will be required to pay one $200 deposit regardless of the number of events
entered. This deposit is refundable after the contestant’s timing duties have been fulfilled. This
deposit must be paid to the Event Administrator when a contestant presents his or her models for
processing. The deposit shall be made in the form of a check or money order payable to AMA.
Refundable deposit checks not collected by the contestant at the completion of the Finals will be
shredded. Forfeited deposits will be added to the Free Flight Team Selection fund. Contestants
24 years old and younger are exempt from paying this deposit, but are still responsible for
completing their timing responsibility. Not being available on the Reserve Days will be cause for
forfeiture of the deposit.
To equalize the imbalance of contestants between events (and thus imbalance of timers) a
qualified non-contestant timer pool shall be created. Each timer in the pool will be compensated
$100 for each complete day of timing.
Timers are expected to be on their assigned pole no later than 5 minutes before the start of every
round. All timers must have at least 7-power binoculars with them on the line at the start of every
round. Tripods are recommended.
For all fly-off rounds every attempt should be made by the CD to have two timers for each
competitor in the fly-off. Waiver of this requirement will require Jury agreement.
E. Interruption of the Competition:
The contest should be interrupted or the start of a round should be delayed by the Jury in
the following circumstances:
1. The wind velocity is stronger than 9 meters/second for at least 20 seconds measured at
2 meters above the ground on the flight line.
2. Compromised visibility prohibits proper observation (timing) of the models
3. Prevailing conditions make it dangerous to continue the competition.
4. It is necessary to reposition the starting line. This may only take place between
rounds.
5. Prevailing conditions will lead to unacceptable sporting results.
6. Any situation affecting safety or requiring access for emergency services.
7. Any other circumstances deemed appropriate by the Jury.
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E. Interruption of the Competition (Continued):
If an interruption is required during a round, the Jury shall decide to complete, repeat, or cancel
the round. If the Jury decides to complete the round, it may be re-started as soon as conditions
allow, provided adequate notice is given to all contestants.
F. Number of Models Allowed:
During processing, every finalist will be allowed to process an unlimited number of models.
Each finalist will be allowed to compete with no more than four models per contest day, which
according to the FAI Sporting Code, must be declared and documented on the official time card
prior to the first round each contest day. If for any reason, a contest day is extended to the next
day or another later day, only the 4 models declared on the original day of that contest may be
used.
G. Protests & Complaints:
All protests must be presented in writing directly to the CD and must be accompanied by a
deposit of $20. The $20 deposit will be returned only if the protest is upheld. Any un-returned
protest fees shall be deposited into the Free Flight Team Selection Fund.
1. Prior to the first flight of the first contest day of the Finals, a protest may be lodged
against the validity of an entry, contest rules, contest site conditions , processing of
models, contest officials or any similar procedural or administrative act, interpretation or
condition.
2. During the contest, a protest may be lodged against a decision of a contest official or
officials (excluding the Jury) or against an error or irregularity committed by another
competitor. Such protests must be lodged in a timely fashion, in accordance with FAI
rules.
3. Protests may be lodged up to one hour after the announcement of results.
4. A complaint may also be filed. The purpose of a complaint is to request a correction be
made to an issue or situation without the need to make a formal protest. Complaints shall
be made directly to the CD and may be made at any time during the competition.
Complaints need not be presented in writing unless aspects of the complaint
would be better understood in such fashion. The CD may respond verbally to all
complaints.
H. Schedule Conflicts:
No Free Flight FAI contest shall be scheduled at the Finals site earlier than two calendar days
after the declared Reserve Days.
VI. FINALS SITE SELECTION
Any person or any club may submit a proposal for a site to be considered as a Finals Site. All
proposals must be e-mailed or delivered to the Team Selection Committee Chairperson, no later
than October 31, 2019. All proposals should be delivered in an 8.5 x 11 format or e-mailed in a
format printable at 8.5 x 11.
Send all Finals proposals to: Bill Booth Jr., TSC Chairperson
27842 Whisperwood Drive
Menifee, CA 92584
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ffltarch@gmail.com
VI. FINALS SITE SELECTION (CONTINUED)
The Team Selection Committee as a whole will review all proposals approved by the
Chairperson and upon selecting the proposal that in their judgment will provide the best Finals
venue, will present that proposal to all participants from the 2017, 2019 and 2021 Team
Selection Program for a yes/no vote. 2021 participants included in voting will be all those who
have entered the program by the date the selected proposal is presented for a
vote. One vote will be permitted per participant regardless of the number of events or the
number of years the participant has entered the Program. All proposals must clearly address
the following criteria, but may include any additional descriptions, maps graphics, etc. the
sender feels is necessary for the Chairperson and the Finals Oversight Committee to
completely understand the proposal.
1. The field is suitable in size and the terrain is appropriate for the physical demands and
organizational logistics of an FAI Free Flight Finals contests.
2. Ability to secure an agreement for use of the field twelve (12) months in advance. The
TSC has pledged financial support to rent or lease a Finals site if required.
3. Suitable to complete at least five (5) normal rounds per day for each of the six individual
contests.
4. Suitable to conduct minimum two extended-max fly-off flights after the conclusion of
seven (7) normal rounds.
5. The field is available for six (7) consecutive days; two (2) days for practice and five (5)
days for the Finals.
6. Dining and housing accommodations for 200 people within 30 minutes driving time.
7. RV Parking and camping permitted for the duration of the (7) days described in note 5
above.
8. Parking for 100 vehicles on the flying site.
9. Motorcycles, ATV’s, golf carts and similar small motor vehicles will be permitted for
chasing.
10. Consider holding the Finals during a time frame suitable for school-age competitors.
11. Availability of emergency medical services.
12. Recommendations for qualified Finals Administrative Staff, either local or imported.
VII. TEAM SELECTION PROGRAM FINANCES AND BUDGET
A.

AMA TEAM FUNDING

AMA’s FAI budget for U.S. Teams, Blue Book Section VI.B, states the following: AMA
will provide a flat rate of $1,000* for each team member. This is subject to meeting the
minimum funding criteria of Blue Book Section I.B. That sum shall be deposited into the
Free Flight Team Selection Fund from AMA general funds for each official member. The Free
Flight Team Selection Fund is the official source of funding for the Team for all expenses which
relate to participation in the World Championships. This includes entry fees, banquet, lodging,
travel, meals and any other expenses deemed necessary for the team to participate.
* This a substantial decrease in AMA funding as AMA will no longer be funding the actual cost
for each team member. The Team Manager and when applicable, all reigning U.S. World
Champions and at AMA’s discretion, Assistant Team Managers, are considered Team
Members for the purpose of AMA funding. Maximum AMA funding will be
$11,000, plus $1,000 for each reigning World Champion.
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B. TEAM SELECTION PROGRAM FUNDING
The proposed budget for the 2021 Team Selection Program is presented in three parts as
follows:
1. Proposed Operating Expenses
2. Explanation of Expenses
3. Estimated Income
1. Proposed Operating Expenses
a) World Championship Team travel, lodging, meals, team uniforms,
practice days etc. not covered by AMA flat rate funding

$ 11,000

b) Finals Operation

$ 2,500

c) In-person TSC Committee meeting:

$ 2,100

d) Finals Timer Pool:

$ 1,400

TOTAL PROPOSED OPERATING EXPENSES

$ 17,000

2. Explanation of Expenses
a) World Championship Team travel and lodging:
This budget line item shall be used to subsidize travel to and from the World
Championships, lodging, meals and other World Champs related expenses up
to $1,000 per team member in addition to the $1000 AMA flat rate allowance. Any
amount over this total budget of maximum $2000 per Team Member shall be the
responsibility of each Team Member except when offset by donations as noted below.
It is the intention of the Team Selection Committee to fund at a minimum, basic airfare
expenses for Team Members.
In the event that airfare and other travel expenses are less than this budgeted //amount,
any remaining funds may be used for:
• Team Uniforms
• Up to three days lodging for practice at the World Championships
Rental car allowance After the AMA and TSC funding has been exhausted, remaining
expenses will be paid by donated funds when available. All expenses that this budget
and donations cannot fund shall be the responsibility of the individual Team Members.
b) Finals Operations:
This amount shall cover the necessary costs of operating the Finals including
accommodations for the CD and the Timing Administrator. Finals Officials will not
automatically be granted this amount, but can expect reimbursement from the Program
for expenses not exceeding this amount.
c) In-Person TSC Committee Meeting:
The Team Selection Committee meets for a one and one-half (1-1/2) day conference in
a common location at the conclusion of each cycle. The TSC fund shall only cover
travel expenses to the meeting location. All accommodations, meals and incidental
expenses shall be paid for by the TSC representatives themselves.
d) Timer Pool:
The timer pool budget shall provide for up to seven (7) timers for two (2) days at $100
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per day.
3. Estimated Income
The expected income from the program is as follows:
a) Program Entries:
b) Program Junior Entries:
c) Finals Entries:

( 50) @ $ 90 = $ 4,500
(4) @ $ 25 = $

100

(38) @ $ 250 = $ 9,500

d) New and Returning Final Entries

(2) @ $125 =

$

250

e) Finals Junior Entries:

(2) @ $ 50 =

$

100

f) Finals “Option 4” Buy-In Fees:

(5) @ $ 500 =

g) Interest Income:

=

TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME

$ 2,500
$

250

= $ 17,200

VIII. FREE FLIGHT TEAM SELECTION COMMITTEE
District 1

Andrew Barron, 190 Wooster Street, New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 997-5229 andrew.barron@yale.edu

District 2

Aram Schlosberg, 79-02 212th Street, Bayside, NY 11364
(718) 479-0478 aram.schlosberg1@verizon.net

District 3

Charlie Jones, 32130 Cambridge Circle, Avon Lake, OH 44012
(440) 933-7377 f1bwakefield@yahoo.com

District 4

Gene Ulm, 6111 Newman Road, Fairfax, VA 22030
(703) 981-2651 Geneulm@pos.org

District 5

Jim Bradley, 1337 Pine Sap Court, Orlando, FL 32825
(407) 277-9132 bmp4carbon@aol.com

District 6

Bob Sifleet, 211 W. Waid Avenue, Muncie, IN 47303
(765) 273-7405 rksorchid@aol.com

District 7

Bill Shailor, 2317 Clawson Avenue, Royal Oak, MI 48073
(248) 398-3786 wmpjshailor@comcast.net

District 8

Faust Parker, 106 Field Creek Court, Weatherford, TX 76085
(817) 757-7866 frpjr@att.net

District 9

Chuck Etherington, 33946 Goldfinch Drive, Elizabeth, CO 80107
(720) 201-6218 etherington.freeflight@outlook.com

District 10

Bill Booth Jr. (Chairperson),
27842 Whisperwood Drive, Menifee, CA 92584
(760) 889-3201
ffltarch@gmail.com
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District 11

Blake Jensen, (Co-Chairperson)
1743 W. Powell Boulevard, Gresham, OR 97030
(503) 313-9422
bjensen@theoutlookonline.com
A. SUBCOMMITTEE FOR JUNIOR TEAM SELECTION PROGRAM
Charlie Jones (Chairperson)

(440) 933-7377

f1bwakefield@yahoo.com

Jim Parker (Score Keeping)

(818) 404-3834

n89015@aol.com

B. SUBCOMMITTEE FOR F1E TEAM SELECTION PROGRAM
Bob Sifleet (Chairperson)

(765) 273-7405

rksorchid@aol.com

Peter Brocks

(480) 614-6183

brocksairzona@cox.com

Tom Ioerger

(410) 868-4754

tgioerger@cox.net

IX. TEAM SELECTION COMMITTEE POSITIONS, FINALS OFFICIALS AND
TEAM MANAGEMENT
The following sections describe the duties and responsibilities of designated officials within
the Team Selection Committee as well as Finals Officials, the Team Manager and Assistant
Team Manager. It is the responsibility of the Team Selection Committee to make
appointments as noted.
A. Team Selection Committee Chairperson:
A new Chairperson will be elected at every In-Person TSC meeting and shall serve for a term of
2 years (one Team Selection cycle).
The TSC Chairperson shall:
1. Disseminate information about the current program to the TSC.
2. Inform Program Participants via periodic bulletins, e-mail, etc. of news and information
regarding the current program.
3. Review site proposals and pertinent information regarding the selection of the next
Finals site, including a site visit if necessary.
4. Make recommendations to the TSC for approval of a Finals site.
5. Sit on the Finals Oversight Subcommittee and act as prime organizer and administrator
for preparation for the Finals, including but not limited to, selection of the Finals Contest
Director and Timer Administrator. This shall be done as part of the Finals Oversight
Subcommittee which shall consist of the TSC Chairperson and three (3) additional
members of the TSC
6. Insure completion of all necessary bulletins and reports relative to all stages of the
Team Selection Program including the Finals
7. Maintain a written record in conjunction with AMA of all financial transactions and
communications for use by future chairmen and committees
8. Responsible for implementing Financial Policy Guidelines and Procedures and
enforcing compliance
9. Work in conjunction with the Team Manager to develop the proposed Team budget for
the upcoming World Championships and forward to AMA.
10. Review all Team expenses for the upcoming World Championships as prepared and
presented by the Team Manager and forward to AMA for payment or reimbursement.
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11. Keep the TSC Co-Chairperson appraised in writing or verbally, of all Program activities
in progress during the Program for which the Chairperson is responsible.
The TSC Chairperson shall (Continued):
12. Send out Program/Finals Questionnaire after completion of the Finals and summarize
results for presentation at next TSC in-person meeting.
13. Review all U.S. proposals for rule changes to the FAI Sporting Code. Disseminate to the
TSC for discussion and a vote to determine if each proposal should be sent to the U.S.
FAI Community for their input or vote.
14. Review requests to host U.S. World Cup contests and disseminate to the TSC for their
vote.
B. Team Selection Committee Co-Chairperson:
The TSC Co-Chairperson shall:
1. Distribute the current list of Finals qualifiers to all program participants via the TSC
Chairperson’s Program Bulletins.
2. Coordinate all Finals qualification listings for Finals participants with the TSC
Chairperson and AMA headquarters.
3. Act as TSC Treasurer.
C. Finals Site Search Subcommittee:
To ensure the availability of suitable sites for future Finals, the TSC established this
subcommittee to search for such sites.
Bob Sifleet (Chairperson)

(765) 273-7405

Andrew Barron, (203) 997-5229

rksorchid@aol.com

andrew.barron@yale.edu

D. Finals Oversight Subcommittee:
This Subcommittee shall:
1. Be responsible for the overall management and organization of the Finals prior to the
beginning of model processing.
2. Be responsible for interviewing all proposed CD and Head Jurist candidates. The
purpose of the interview process is to ensure that the most qualified CD and Head Jurist
available will direct the Finals.
This Subcommittee will present their interview findings and recommendations to the
full TSC for final approval.
3. Meet with the CD and Head Jurist immediately prior to the start of model
processing to ensure that they fully understand all program rules and Finals
procedures.
4. Provide the CD and the Head Jurist each with a current copy of the 2021 Team
Selection Program, the latest “Blue Book” and the current FAI Sporting Code for their
use and reference.
Members of the Subcommittee are:
Blake Jensen (503) 666-7832
Charlie Jones (440) 933-7377

bjensen@theoutlookonline.com
f1bwakefield@yahoo.com
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Aram Schlosberg (718) 479-0478 aram.schlosberg1@verizon.net
Bill Booth Jr. (TSC Chairperson) (760) 889-3201 ffltarch@gmail.com
E. Finals Contest Director:
The choice of the CD must be acceptable to the TSC and the AMA Technical Director.
The CD may not be a competitor in the Finals contest.
Prior to the first competition day of the 2020 Finals contest, the CD shall be responsible to the
TSC Program Chairperson. When the Finals contest commences, the CD shall be responsible to
the Head Jurist and Jury. After the contest, the CD shall be responsible to the AMA Technical
Director.
The CD shall:
1. Adhere to the Finals Organization Schedule (Paragraph F below)
2. Be directly responsible for the fair conduct of the Finals contest
3. Have thorough knowledge of the FAI rules for the events scheduled and shall run
the contest according to those rules and the approved Team Selection Program.
4. Abide by the instructions from AMA concerning the organization and financial
arrangements that have been established by the TSC and coordinated by the AMA
Technical Director.
5. Submit to the TSC Chairperson and the AMA Technical Director a proposed
budget no later than three months prior to the first competition day of the
2020 Finals.
6. Obtain a sanction from the AMA Competitions Department.
7. Arrange Finals logistics including, but not limited to, site facilities and layout, a
PA system, scoreboards, impound areas, processing equipment, meeting facilities,
portable toilets, motels, camping, etc.
8. Recruit a Timer Administrator and other Contest Officials and workers
plus any other personnel requested by the TSC.
9. Recruit alternates for each critical position noted in line 8 above or prepare a
line of succession for contest officials in lower positions so that the contest will
run smoothly should anyone in a critical position be unable to fulfill their
responsibilities.
10. Prepare and deliver to AMA for distribution to all participants, all maps,
directions, lodging information, meeting schedules, contest schedules and other
pertinent details related to Finals organization and logistics.
11. Post competition results as the contest progresses.
12. Accept and respond to complaints from the competitors. (See Section V, G, 4).
13. Accept, implement and abide by the decisions of the Jury.
14. Oversee spot processing of models.
15. File a report to the AMA Technical Director, the AMA Competitions Department
and the TSC Chairperson after completion of the Finals. The report shall include a
summary of events and contestants and a financial statement regarding money
received and disbursed.
16. Attend the Finals Oversight Subcommittee Pre-Finals meeting. (Section V, D)
17. Approve the withholding of the Timer deposit checks from contestants who did
not fulfill their time keeping responsibilities including Reserve Day availability.
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F. Finals Organization Schedule:
The TSC Chairperson shall be responsible for arranging the actual dates of the Finals and shall
work closely with the local sportsmen that manage the annual schedule of events for the site.
After the CD has been appointed, he or she shall be responsible for adhering to the following
schedule:
1. Three months prior to the Finals:
a) Appoint Timer and Event Administrators.
b) Send Bulletin #1 (via AMA) to all participants. This bulletin shall contain general
information about the Finals, including location, maps, motels, dates, etc.
c) Submit a complete Finals budget to the TSC Chairperson and the AMA Technical
Director.
d) Apply for a sanction for the Finals contest from AMA.
2. Two months prior to the Finals:
a) Complete arrangements for all contest equipment, materials and facilities that will
be needed for the Finals.
b) Contact the Timer Administrator and all Finals Officials to confirm that they
understand their duties at the Finals.
c) Arrange for F1C fuel to be purchased and delivered to the field.
3. One month prior to the Finals:
a) Send Bulletin #2 (via AMA) to all participants. This bulletin shall contain all
pertinent information about the Finals including basic procedures, processing
information, meeting times and locations, and any unique instructions the CD
wants to convey to the participants.
b) Be on the field at least three (3) days in advance of the first day of competition to
review site conditions, lay out flight lines, establish areas for automobile parking,
RV parking, camping, and otherwise arrange the physical configuration of the site.
G. Timer Administrator:
The Timer Administrator shall be appointed by and shall report directly to the CD.
The Timer Administrator shall:
1. Recruit candidates for the timer pool.
2. Train inexperienced timers.
3. Assign pole positions for all timers.
4. Collect timer deposits from Finals Contestants and hold the deposits for return.
5. Return deposits at the end of each day to competitors that have successfully completed
their timing duties.
6. Shred deposit checks of those competitors who successfully completed their timing
duties, but did not reclaim their deposits
.
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H. Head Jurist and Jury:
The choice of the Head Jurist must be acceptable to the TSC and the AMA Technical Director.
The Head Jurist may not be a competitor in the Finals contest.
The Head Jurist shall be the highest authority at the Finals contest
The Head Jurist must attend the Finals Oversight Subcommittee’s pre-Finals meeting.
Travel and lodging expenses for the Head Jurist will be paid in accordance with current AMA
policies and budget.
1. Jury Composition & Selection:
a) The Jury shall consist of three persons. The Head Jurist shall be selected by the TSC
and approved by the FAI Executive Committee. Two additional jurors shall be selected
from the contestants in the event group that is responsible for timing each day and shall
be excused from their timing obligations without forfeiting their timing deposit.
If required, Jury Members shall be replaced by paid timers.
b) Per the FAI Sporting Code, the Jury must be announced before the start of the
contest.
c) Jury members must be knowledgeable of relevant portions of the general as well as the
aeromodelling sections of the FAI Sporting Code. Jury members must also have a
working knowledge of the specific rules of the Finals for the event to which they are
appointed.
d) All Jury members will be selected, and asked to participate, well in advance of the
Finals, so that they can be adequately prepared.
e) In any circumstance where a Jurist cannot perform his or her duties, either temporarily
or permanently, the remaining members of the Jury will select a replacement from the
existing Jury pool regardless of their assigned event provided they are no longer
involved in the Finals event for which they will be a replacement jurist.
f) If no replacements are available as described in b) above, the remaining Jury
members may select a replacement from among knowledgeable candidates present at
the Finals who are not otherwise directly involved in or with the Finals contest.
2. Jury Decisions & Voting:
a) The Jury members shall act as a single entity with all three individuals contributing to a
decision. It is preferable to have a unanimous decision, but if that is not possible, a two
of three majority decision shall resolve any issue under review.
b) In order to be thoroughly acquainted with all the details of the selection program and
the relevant rules upon which they may have to deliberate for a decision, the Head Jurist
shall, well in advance of the Finals contest, request and obtain from the TSC Chairperson all
relevant documents published or distributed to the finalists including this 2021 FAI Free
Flight Team Selection Program and the appropriate editions of the “Blue Book” and the
FAI Sporting Code.
3. Jury Authority:
a) The Jury’s authority is limited to the period of the Finals contest.
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b) The Jury is empowered to make any and all decisions dictated by any circumstances
that may arise during the Finals and to rule on any dispute.
c) The Jury shall follow as closely as possible, the guidelines, protocol, procedures, format
& schedules as described in this Program Section V, paragraphs A, B & C.
3. Jury Authority (Continued):
d) The jury shall not directly run the contest, but is empowered to advise the
Contest Director on any issue or subject relevant to the conduct of the Finals.
e) The Jury has the authority to require the CD to correct any discrepancy that may
conflict with the applicable rules governing the Finals contest.
f) The Jury is the final authority concerning interpretation of contest rules.
g) The Jury is the final authority concerning the initiation and the duration of delays
including those required by weather factors, in accordance with the FAI Sporting Code.
h) The Jury may clarify and interpret the FAI rules for the contest, either at its
own discretion or in response to questions submitted to the Jury through the CD.
i) The Jury shall avoid any discussions with competitors regarding the operation of the
contest, any rules involved and any actions of the officials, except in response to official
protests or upon a request from the CD.
j) When an issue is presented to the Jury for a ruling, the Jury will apply the contest rules
from the FAI Sporting Code and any other appropriate document.
k) The Jury will render a strict interpretation of the text of the documents referenced as to
their ordinary meaning. The Jury will not attempt to infer intent.
l) The Head Jurist shall be the Chairperson at the Jury meetings.
m) If the CD or any other Finals Administrators fail to abide by the FAI Sporting Code, and
the published rules and regulations for the event, the Head Jurist has the power to stop
the event until a Jury meeting has considered the situation. The Jury has the right to
terminate the event if the failure cannot be corrected.
4. Jury Responsibilities:
a) The Jury is responsible for guaranteeing that the contest is conducted in a sporting
manner in accordance with all general and particular portions of the FAI Sporting Code
pertaining to the events being flown.
b) The Jury is responsible for acting on all protests officially submitted before or during the
contest, and all protests officially submitted before the results of the contest are verified
and approved by the Jury.
c) The last responsibility and action of the Jury shall be to verify and approve the
competition results including a final report. The Jury must name in its report, the finalists
who will comprise the 2021 U.S. Free Flight Team. The delivery of this report must be
delayed one hour after the posting of results, which are unofficial until the
Jury certifies them as official. If there is a protest during this hour, before the official
verification has been pronounced, the Jury shall respond to the protest in an expeditious
manner.
d) The Jury’s official verification and pronouncement regarding team makeup will be final
and without recourse to any other authority.

J. Limitation of Authority of the Team Selection Committee (TSC) at the Finals:
No member of the TSC shall have any authority at the Finals unless separately appointed and
approved as Finals CD, or appointed as another Finals Official. All decisions during the Finals
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contest shall be made by the CD and the appointed Jury.

K. Selection of the Team Manager:
Once the team has been selected, a Team Manager will be chosen to lead the organization and
manage the logistics necessary to provide for the greatest possible competitive effort for the U.S.
Team.
Any person who wants to be considered for Team Manager must submit his or her name in
writing to the TSC Chairperson not later than 30 days after the Finals. Team members and
program participants are encouraged to submit recommendations for Team Manager to the TSC
Chairperson or AMA directly.
The Team Manager will be selected according to the process described in the “Blue Book”.
Nominations for Team Manager shall be voted upon by the 2021 Team Members and the first two
alternates in each event. (“Blue Book” Section VII, A, 2). The actual appointment of a Team
manager shall be made by AMA Headquarters and the FAI Executive Committee in consultation
with the Chairperson of the TSC.
The Team Manager will be required to follow the TSC guidelines and procedures pertaining to
AMA and Team Program provided funds (see Appendix A).
The Team Manager shall have leadership qualities and the congenial personality necessary to
maintain cooperation from all team members and function as an effective leader with the Jury and
the organizers at the World Championships.
L. Selection of the Assistant Team Manager:
The Assistant Team Manager shall be selected by the Team Manager with approval of the TSC
and the FAI Executive Committee.
The Assistant Team Manager will be required to follow the TSC guidelines and procedures
pertaining to AMA and Team Program provided funds (see Appendix A).
M. Team Manager:
The purpose of the following section is to discuss the duties and responsibilities of the Team
Manager.
1. Responsibilities:
a) The Team Manager is the official spokesperson for the entire team.
b) The FAI Sporting Code stipulates that the Team Manager is the only person allowed
to negotiate with the World Championship Jury or organizer in the case of disputes or
protests. In order to fulfill this responsibility, the Team Manager must be completely
knowledgeable of the FAI regulations, both technical and administrative, including
the process of filing a protest.
c) The Team Manager represents the United States, as well as all the members of the
AMA, and is responsible for doing everything possible to make sure the team conduct
always reflects dignified and sportsmanlike behavior.
d) The Team Manager is expected to lead the team in attending all official functions,
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including the opening and closing ceremonies and banquet. All team members are
expected to be present at all official functions and to dress appropriately, per the Team
Manager’s instructions.
Team Manger Responsibilities (Continued)
e) The Team Manager will make travel arrangements in conjunction with the AMA
Competitions Department and is responsible for getting the team and their models to
the World Championship site in the best possible condition and at the proper time,
within the budget available.
f) See Section 3.e below for the Team Manager’s responsibilities related to a reigning
World Champion
2. Authority:
a) The Team Manager has the authority to recommend removal of a team member at any
time prior to a World Championships. The recommendation must be placed before the
AMA FAI Executive Committee, preferably after consultation with the Chairperson of
the Team Selection Committee. The recommendation for removal may be made only
after the Team Manager has exhausted all practical means of obtaining cooperation
from the offending Team Member.
b) During the World Championships, the Team Manager has the authority to remove a
member from the Team for reasons other than flying, such as insubordination,
ignoring instructions regarding dress, failure to attend functions where the team is
expected to be present, causing problems regarding travel and lodging or other
conduct which might embarrass the Team, AMA or the United States.
c) After the World Championships, the Team Manager also has the authority to
recommend that a team member be censured and/or not be allowed to represent the
United States in the future.
3. Duties:
The duties of the Team Manager will begin with his or her appointment and end with the
submission of a contest report and financial accounting.
a) Before the World Championships:
In conjunction with the AMA Competitions Department, the Team Manager must
assist with all arrangements for the team as follows:
• Initiate and maintain frequent written communication with the team, utilizing
the AMA Competition Department services for support regarding copying,
printing, and mailing, if needed. Written or e-mail communication is preferred so
that a record exists for reference. When it is necessary to communicate by
telephone, any decisions reached should be documented and sent to the
AMA Competition Department.
• Inform all Team Members of the TSC’s and AMA’s allowance and financial
policy regarding travel, lodging, and entry fees.
• Determine the amount of money available for the team through the Team
Fund held in escrow at AMA and initiate the necessary paperwork to obtain
release of the money as needed.
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• In order to obtain funding, the Team Manager must develop a budget and
submit it to the TSC Chairperson who will approve it and submit to the
AMA Competitions Department.
Team Manager Duties (Continued)
• Consult with the AMA to develop a travel schedule and inform the Team
Members of the details. It is expected that the Team Manager will exert his or
her authority to encourage all team members to travel to the World
Championship site together. If an exception is deemed reasonable by the Team
Manager, the TSC Chairperson AMA should be notified before granting the
request.
• Ascertain passport, visa and any license requirements (drivers, radio, etc.) in
the host country and inform the Team Members.
• Inform Team Members of model box transportation arrangements, luggage
restrictions and what to expect at customs checkpoints.
• Oversee model box and if possible, fuel shipment. Neither the TSC or AMA
arrange or pay for fuel shipment and model box transportation.
• Keep the TSC and AMA Competition Department informed of activities, the
state of Team preparation and request assistance when needed.
• Seek out recommendation from previous Team Members and Team Managers to
help avoid repeating mistakes.
• The Team Manager shall work with the AMA Competition Department to
coordinate preparation and delivery of paperwork such as forms, reservations,
photos, etc. when needed or requested by the World Championships Organizer.
• The AMA Competitions Department will initiate and complete many of the tasks
above however, it is the Team Manager’s responsibility on his or her own, to
accomplish as many of the tasks described in this guide as possible, using AMA
Competitions Department for information and assistance when necessary.
• It is the responsibility of the Team Manager to be the coordinator between the
Team Members and the AMA Competitions Department.

b) At the World Championships:
• The Team Manager is the only authorized spokesperson for the team in all
relations with the World Championship Jury and Organizers. The Assistant
Team Manager will defer to the Team Manager when official communication is
necessary with the contest Jury or Organizers.
• The Team Manager should rely upon the Team Members to handle the technical
aspects of flying in the competition. The Team Manager may offer advice for
model flying activities, but the competitor is responsible for making his or her
own flying decisions.
• The Team Manager shall keep the contestants informed of the progress of the
meet and shall help plan and facilitate execution of necessary strategy.
• The Team Manager shall be responsible for getting the competitors and their
models to the right place, at the right time and in the best possible condition.
• The Team Manager must communicate the results to the AMA Competitions
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Department within 24 hours of completion of the World Championships. The
communication should contain the first five places, as well as the placing of the
U.S. Team Members for each individual event and the team results
Team Manager Duties, At the World Championships (Continued):
• The Team Manager will obtain a complete set of competition results and the
official program booklet and deliver to the Competition Department for
AMA files.
c) After the World Championships:
• Communicate the results to the AMA Technical Director within 24 hours.
• Submit a written report of the competition to the AMA Technical Director
and the TSC Chairperson within two weeks.
• Submit to the AMA Competitions Department and the TSC Chairperson an
accounting of all finances.
• Submit a written report informing the AMA Competition Department of the
location of any FAI perpetual trophies won by the United States.
d) General:
• The spirit of teamwork is essential to success. It is obvious that the Team
Manager’s job is very demanding, and as such it is important that Team
Members appreciate the importance of the position and each cooperates to the
fullest with the Team Manager. AMA members have contributed too much
money to team programs to tolerate loners, however gifted. The Team must
work together under the leadership and direction of the Team Manager who in
turn, must always be receptive and sensitive to the legitimate needs and concerns
of the Team Members. AMA has provided the Team Manager with considerable
authority to ensure that his or her mission on behalf of the Team and the AMA is
successful.
• The Team Manager is not responsible to arrange travel, accommodations or entry
into the World Championship for supporters. The Team Manager’s sole
responsibility is to the Official Team, although he or she may assist supporters
such as mechanics or family members of Team Members since they are much
more closely associated with the team than others who may be only be spectators
or incidental helpers.
• The Team Manager will not be responsible for those who do not travel with the
official team group. Anyone outside the team group must deal directly with the
AMA Competitions Department for any matters involving fees and
accommodations.
• The Team Manager is responsible to the World Championship Organizer only for
those persons the Team Manager chooses to accept as “Official” supporters.
• The Team Manager will be reimbursed, upon request and with appropriate
documentation for Team related expenses.
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Team Manager Duties, At the World Championships (Continued):
e) World Champion:
•

When a reigning U.S World Champion accompanies a team, the Team
Manager shall assist and treat this person in the same manner as if he or she
were a Team Member. Conversely, the World Champion is expected to
cooperate with the Team Manager in the same manner as if he or she were a
Team Member.

•

The Team Manager shall include the World Champion in travel and lodging
arrangements. Further information about the World Champion is contained in
previous sections of this document.

•

The Team Manager shall:*
1.
2.
3.
4.

Include the World Champion in all team communications
Include the World Champion in the team’s travel arrangements
Encourage the World Champion to practice with the team
At the World Championships, after the Team Managers meetings,
convey all pertinent information to the World Champion.
5. Be ready to handle protest(s) on behalf of the World Champion.
6. Avoid and discourage any attitude that may imply the US World
Champion is an outsider. Be mindful that this person is the same as the
other Team Members with regard to individual performance which can
bring honor, pride and respect to AMA and the United States.

*The World Champion may designate another individual to be his or her
manager, in which case the Team Manager is relieved of these
responsibilities.
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Appendix A
FAI FREE FLIGHT TEAM SELECTION COMMITTEE GUIDELINES AND
PROCEDURES FOR APPROVAL AND DISBURSEMENT OF OUTDOOR, F1A, F1B,
AND F1C FREE FLIGHT TEAM FUNDS, F1E FREE FLIGHT TEAM FUNDS AND
OUTDOOR JUNIOR FREE FLIGHT TEAM FUNDS
The following procedures will be used by the FAI Free Flight Team Selection Committee, AMA
Headquarters and all Team Managers for the USA FAI Outdoor Free Flight Team, Junior USA
FAI Outdoor Free Flight Team and USA F1E Team.
The purpose of these procedures is to set required guidelines and rules to ensure that AMA and
all Team Managers know how to request funding information and instructions, how to submit a
complete budget for approval, how to obtain funding, and how to account for the funding used
after the team returns. Copies of all correspondence needs to be sent to the TSC Chairperson.
Step 1:

The Team Manager must request clarification of funds available and designated
purpose of those funds from the TSC Chairperson and the AMA Competitions
Department.

.
Step 2: The AMA Competitions Department will provide an official letter detailing the
following:
a) Funds available from AMA to pay for team expenses including the flat rate per Team
Member.
b) AMA’s responsibility to deal directly with the World Championships Organizers to
enter teams, pay all team entry fees, pay appropriate supporter fees, etc.
c) AMA’s responsibility to pay the Team Managers administrative costs when receipts
are submitted.
d) AMA’s authorization for the Team Manager to immediately begin making travel and
car rental arrangements.
Step 3: The Team Manager shall submit a budget to the TSC Chairperson for approval who will
submit it to AMA Competitions Department.
Items to be included in the budget are:
a) Air travel (home to World Championships site to home) for each Team Member
and Team Managers.
b) Auto rental at World Championships site.
Step 4: The budget shall be approved by AMA Headquarters, Competition Department
Step 5: Upon request, copies of the World Championships entry forms, proof of payment, etc.,
will be sent to the Team Manager just prior to team departing for the World
Championship site.
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Appendix A (Continued)
Step 6: All donations made directly to the Team Manager, (or through the NFFS or AMA to the
Team Manager), to enhance team performance must be reported to the TSC Chairperson.
Following the World Championships, the Team Manager will issue a final report of all
contributions and expenditures to the TSC Chairperson. Donations received from
individuals, clubs or through NFFS or AMA for $1,500 or less may be lumped together
and reported as “miscellaneous.” All individual donations greater than $1,500 must be
reported stating their source.
ANY donation, solicited or unsolicited, that is received by the Team Manager and
specifies a specific use (i.e. with strings attached) must be reported to the TSC
Chairperson. The Team Manager and the TSC Chairperson must agree on the use of
these funds before they can be spent for the specified use.
Step 7: Following the World Championships, Team Members must submit credit card and other
related receipts to AMA headquarters for reimbursement of auto rental costs, not to
exceed authorized budget amount without approval of the TSC Chairperson.
Step 8: Following the World Championships, the Team Manager shall submit a final budget
report, return all unused funds, submit receipts for all administrative costs incurred with
all requests for payment.
Step 9: AMA headquarters shall reimburses Team Manager for all administrative costs.
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Appendix B.1

Sample FAI Specification Certificate (Back)
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Appendix B.2

Sample FAI Specification Certificate (Front)
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Appendix B.3

Sample FAI Specification Certificate (Back Example)
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Appendix C
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